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            Abstract
Elucidation of mutagenic processes shaping cancer genomes is a fundamental problem whose solution promises insights into new treatment, diagnostic and prevention strategies1. Single-strand DNAâ€“specific APOBEC cytidine deaminase(s) are major source(s) of mutation in several cancer types2,3,4. Previous indirect evidence implicated APOBEC3B as the more likely major mutator deaminase, whereas the role of APOBEC3A is not established5,6. Using yeast models enabling the controlled generation of long single-strand genomic DNA substrates7, we show that the mutation signatures of APOBEC3A and APOBEC3B are statistically distinguishable. We then apply three complementary approaches to identify cancer samples with mutation signatures resembling either APOBEC. Strikingly, APOBEC3A-like samples have over tenfold more APOBEC-signature mutations than APOBEC3B-like samples. We propose that APOBEC3A-mediated mutagenesis is much more frequent because APOBEC3A itself is highly proficient at generating DNA breaks8,9,10, whose repair can trigger the formation of single-strand hypermutation substrates.
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                    Figure 1: Analyses of mutations induced by APOBECs in ung1 yeast.[image: ]


Figure 2: Enrichment for mutations at various target motifs among all genome samples and sample-by-sample comparison of genome-wide enrichment at TCA versus TCW motifs within six cohorts of cancer types with high levels of APOBEC mutagenesis.[image: ]


Figure 3: YTCA and RTCA analysis and estimated mutation load of highly APOBEC-mutated cohorts.[image: ]


Figure 4: Three-way comparison of the YTCA versus RTCA, NTCA and pLogo methodologies for identifying samples with A3A-like or A3B-like signatures in the BRCA ICGC cohort.[image: ]


Figure 5: Relationship between APOBEC3B germline copy number and mutation signatures in the BRCA ICGC cohort.[image: ]


Figure 6: Summary of data analyses and conclusions.[image: ]
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Integrated supplementary information

Supplementary Figure 1 Comparison with the published yeast data.
(a,b) The frequencies of nucleotides near deamination sites are graphed for (a) A3A or (b) A3B expressed in yeast by Taylor et al. in ref.31 (upper panels) and by our group (lower panels). Deaminated cytosines are aligned at 0 on the horizontal axis, flanked by five bases 5â€² (â€“5 to âˆ’1) and 3â€² (+1 to +5). (câ€“h) pLogos were generated for C-to-T substitutions from Taylor et al., fixed for C at position 0 (c,d), for TC (e,f) and for TCA (g,h). Note the similarities to the pLogos in Figure 1aâ€“f. (i) Clusters from this studyâ€™s yeast data have significantly more mutations per cluster than those from Taylor et al. (j) The A3A clusters from this study span a greater number of bases than the clusters from Taylor et al. Means with 95% confidence intervals and Kolmogorov-Smirnov P values are included in i and j.

Source data



Supplementary Figure 2 TCA enrichment versus TCW enrichment in other cohorts.
Samples are binned by quartile of TCW enrichment. Note the varying scale of the axes. (aâ€“j) Per-sample TCA enrichment versus TCW enrichment is plotted for ten WGS cohorts with low levels of or no APOBEC signature mutagenesis, namely (a) colorectal, (b) glioblastoma multiforme, (c) kidney chromophobe, (d) kidney clear cell, (e) lower-grade glioma, (f) multiple myeloma, (g) prostate, (h) melanoma, (i) thyroid and (j) uterine endometrial. The apparently high enrichment in h is likely due to overlap with the signature of ultraviolet light mutagenesis. (kâ€“p) Per-sample TCA enrichment versus TCW enrichment is plotted for six exome cohorts with high levels of APOBEC signature mutagenesis, from (k) bladder, (l) breast, (m) cervical, (n) head and neck, (o) lung adenocarcinoma and (p) lung squamous cell. Similar to genome samples of these cancer types, exome samples with TCW enrichment >2 tend to have even higher TCA enrichment.

Source data



Supplementary Figure 3 Correlation between log of mRNA abundance for A3A or A3B and log of minimal estimate + 1 of TCA mutations induced by APOBEC.
Spearman correlation (Ï�) and corresponding P values are computed and shown on log-log plots for (a) all five high-TCA cancer cohorts combined and (b) bladder, (c) breast, (d) head and neck, (e) lung adenocarcinoma and (f) lung squamous cell. Unfilled symbols denote samples not significantly enriched for TCA. Samples with significant TCA enrichment are binned by quartiles. Adding 1 (an arbitrary constant) is necessary to visualize samples with a TCA mutation minimal estimate of 0 on a log scale. In a, c and e, A3A and A3B mRNA abundances both are correlated with mutation load. In b and f, neither is correlated. Only in d is there a distinction, where A3A abundance is correlated, while A3B abundance is not.

Source data



Supplementary Figure 4 YTCA enrichment versus RTCA enrichment for samples that were significantly enriched for TCA.
All samples are binned by quartile of TCA enrichment. Unfilled, gray-bordered symbols denote samples where the ratio of YTCA to RTCA mutation is not statistically different from random, regardless of TCA enrichment. (aâ€“e) Whole-genome analysis results for (a) colorectal, (b) multiple myeloma, (c) melanoma, (d) thyroid and (e) uterine endometrial cancer cohorts are shown. Note that the apparently high presence of TCA APOBEC signatureâ€“enriched samples in melanoma is likely artifactual, due to considerable overlap with the mutation signature for ultraviolet light (Câ†’T mutations at dipyrimidines) (discussed in ref. 27). No samples are significantly enriched for TCA among the other five cohorts (glioblastoma multiforme, kidney chromophobe, kidney renal clear cell, lower-grade glioma and prostate) with whole-genome mutation data. (fâ€“k) Results for whole-exome mutation data from (f) bladder, (g) breast, (h) cervical, (i) head and neck, (j) lung adenocarcinoma and (k) lung squamous cell cohorts are shown. Most samples fail to pass statistical filtering for a non-random ratio of YTCA mutations to RTCA mutations, because of the low mutation counts per sample and the large numbers of samples within each cohort. The few samples that do pass statistical filtering all had high mutation counts and A3A-like signatures. These results show that, in lowâ€“APOBEC mutagenesis genomes or highâ€“APOBEC mutagenesis exomes, samples that do pass both levels of statistical filtering tend to have high TCA enrichments and A3A-like signatures (YTCA > RTCA enrichment).

Source data



Supplementary Figure 5 Summary of analyses for five highâ€“APOBEC mutagenesis genome cohorts.
NTCA and pLogo analysis results are shown for (a) bladder, (b) breast, (c) head and neck, (d) lung adenocarcinoma and (e) lung squamous cell cohorts. Samples are filtered for significant TCA enrichment and for a non-random proportion of NTCA mutations. Then, these samples are binned by quartile of TCA enrichment (values shown below the horizontal axis of each RMSD graph). The pLogo for each quartile of samples is shown below the respective RMSD graph. P values from Ï‡2 tests for trend (reported on the left of each section of the figure) are significant for each cohort, confirming increasing A3A-like character as TCA enrichment increases.
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Supplementary Figure 6 Data on TCGA A3B germline deletion samples.
(a) Y/RTCA analysis for A3B germline deletion samples from five TCGA high-APOBEC cohorts (all heterozygous). (b) Y/RTCA analysis for A3B wild-type samples from the same cohorts. Fisherâ€™s exact test P value = 0.0752, comparing A3B genotypes to mutation signature types. (c) RMSDs versus A3A or A3B for A3B germline deletion samples from the same cohorts (all heterozygous). (d,e) Shown are analogous data for A3B WT samples, split between (d) A3A-like and (e) A3B-like subsets. Fisherâ€™s exact test P value = 0.0297 (comparing A3B genotypes to mutation signature types), confirming significant skewing toward A3A-like signatures among A3B deletion samples. (f) Histograms of A3B copy number data, showing subsets of samples that have values significantly lower (upper panel) or higher (lower panel) than the wild-type standard of 2. Samples left of the blue dotted line are called as homozygous deletions. Those between the blue and green dotted lines are called heterozygous deletions. Samples to the right of the dotted red line are called amplifications. The majority of samples (>5,600) are wild type (near copy number 2) and are omitted from these plots to show the less numerous copy number variationâ€“bearing samples more clearly.
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